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Abstract Urban congestion is always occuned in almost large cities in Indonesia for insance

Bandung. Ptrblic transport is usually being sr.rspected as one of the congestion's trouble

maker in Indonesia. This is may due to delay and congestion occtrred resulting from

overlapped routes, under-zupply nurhber of vehicles etc which causes low let/el of service,

low journey speed, high travel time etc.

Thijpaper will explain in a great detail a method of public transport planning by combining

an .gD!!!!!!t!jig!' technique with a '!gEIi@' technique to obtain some best planned

rout"s *hich r*i[ increase the efficienry and the level of service of public transport. The

method has been applied in Bandung (Indonesia) and some results will be explained in a

great detail. General conclusion regarding the advantageous and the applicability of the

approach to other environments will also be included.

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective ofthis study is:

- to develop a public transport route planning model which relates the importance of
all related aspects such as: land-use patterq transportation networh population

density patterr\ travel demand patten\ operation system and level of service as well

as thcAovernment's policy. It is o<pected that the developed model can obtain such

best oftimum routes which will increase the efficiency, the level of service of public

transport and profitable to all related agencies (government, users, operators).

- It is orpected that the developed model can be used for dl other similar types of
urbanised area or cities in Indonesia.

2. METEODOLOGY

The scope of the analysis will be restricted only for factors which directly related to the

pattern Lf movement and route services and also some variables which are required in

computer process using MOTORS package program (Steer, Davies and Gleave, 19t4 and

Tamin, filSaUc;. Furthermore, tfie anatysis will only be concentrated in explaining the

demand side such as: transport movement and landuse pattern as well as population density

pattern (Morlolq l9E8; Manheim' 1979)'
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However, from the supply side, it covers the determination of existing public transport
services condition and route characteristics and also the road network characteristics in the
study area. The general framework of the study is shown in Figure I which showing the
process canied out throughout the study (Temin, 1995abc; Manheim, 1979; Morlolq
lesr).

FIGURE l: General Framework of Public Transport Network Study: A Case Study in
Bandung (Source: Tamin, 1995abc)
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3. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF KOTAMADYA BANDUNG

3.1 DcmographicCharacteristic

In transport planning point of view, population is the major subject who can generate the
traffic and vehicle movement, in the sense, that the areas with irighest aensitf population
will become the highest potentiar movement generators @tuna anu giack, rggl;
cresswell, 1979; Menheim, l9z9; Mor.lolq lgss). The total population of Kotamadya
Bandung in 1992 is 1,816,041 inhabitants increasing with the dro"nr, rate of 0.26o/r;;
annum between 1988- I 992.

The density of population in Kotamadya Bandung is 11,059 people/lcnr2 in Kecamatan
Bojongloa Kaler, Astana Aryar, Batununggal aan ciuarnying icau. The highe* jfijd,b,
kecamatan is usually located near the city center dominated 5y dense housir[ areas. rne
total population and densiti pattern will obviously affect'the iattern of movement in this
study area (Manheim, 1979; Cresswell, 1979).

3.2 Land-Use Pattern

The condition of land-use in Bandung in 1990 is dominated by housing activities (SZ3g%),
open space (31.47%) and others as: industry, trade, office and social -a "rpty 

spaces. rne
spreadness of land use activities in Bandung shows that most of the areas are 

-having 
mixed

activities such as: housing commerciar and trade as shown in Tabte I (see Temin,
1995abc).

Public Transport Plaruring Method for Bandung (INDONESIA)

4. EXISTING OPERATION AND SERVICES CONDMON

From the result of public transport survey canied out in this study (Tamin, l995abc), as
shown in Table 2, the existing condition of public transport services and operation 

"ri ",follows:

TABLE l: Land Use in

Source: RIK 2005 Kotamadya Bandung
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TABLE 2: and Service of Public T

- Overlapped Routes: mostly 3-8 routes

Route Pattern: 29 routes (54.- Route Pattern: 29 routes (54.6%\ servine CBD area

- O-2 kms from CBD: the coverage area is 0.2-0.5 km
(900/o ofthe area)

- 24 kms from CBD: the coverage area is 0.5-1 km

- The speed of angkots ranges between 9.7-27.8t$nlhr
with average of 16.l lcnr/hr

- The speed of buses ranges between 11.7-26.5 lm/hr
with averace of 18.5 km/hr

Average occupancy: Bus (43 peopldveh), Medium
Bus (23 people/veh), Angkot (8 people/veh)

Average Loading Factor: Bus (71%), Medium Bus

- Average frequency: Bus (l-l I vehVhr/direction),
Angkot (6- I 4 8 vehvlr/direction)

- Average Headway: Bus (2.4-360 minJveh/direction),

Source: Survey and Analysis Results

5. NEW ROUTE PLANNING

5.1 Basic Criteria

The new public transport route is heavity affected by the landuse characteristics along the

corridor passed by the public transport (Gray and Lester, 1979; Blund and Blaclg 19t4).

The best planned route is the route which enables someone increase his accesibility from his

origin to destination. Some factors that can be used for consideration in plurning the new

routes are as follows (Gray and Lester, 1979):

a. Land Use Pattern

It is hoped that the public transport can serve good accesibility to everyone who choose the

public transport. To fulfill that, the route corridor should pass along the high density

populated land uses and the high attracted places (Gray and Lcster, 1979).

b. Public Transport Demand Pattern

The pattern of public transport movement in certain area can represent the pattern of
optimum corridor (Manheim, f979). The best planned routes should follow this pattern to

make the movement more effrcient. The public transport route should also be planned to be

consistent with the pattern of existing movement so that the number of transfer between

Joumal ofrhe Eastem Asia society for Transportation Studics, vol.l, No.2, Autumn, 1995
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modes could be minimised (Cresswell, 1979). Figurc 2 shows the existing public transport
demand movement within Kotamadya Bandung.

FIGURE 2:The Existing Public Transport Demand Movement

c. Population Density

One priority factor in public transport services is to serve the high density populated area.

This type of area in general will have high potential demand for trip generators and

attractors (Blaclq 19tl). The best routes should be planned as close as possible to this area

and cover this high potential demand area (Gray and Lester, 1979).

d. Scryice Arce

Public trarurport is one type of transport mode which will serve the public needs. Therefore,

the public transport scrvices are expected to cover every inches of Kotamadya Bandung

area so thet every citizen wherever they are will have the same accessibility and mobility in
Kotamadya Burdung (Cresswell, 197 9).

c. Road Network Characteristic

The existing condition of road network characteristics will obviously shape the service
pattern of the available public transport routes (Blund end Blaclg f9E4). They are as

follows: configuratioq classification and function, road width, type of operation. The public
transport operation is obviously influenced by the existing road network characteristics as

shown in Figure 3.

571
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FIGIIRE 3: The Road Network Characteristics

5.2 Public Transport Servicc Area

^. Service Zonc Criteria

The following zones require some public transport services (Cresswcll, 1979). They are as

follows:

. Primary centers;

. High density populated area (housing);
o OfEce, industrial, educatioq and shopping centers.

b. Potcntial Zone Analysis

o From the analysis of public transport origin-destination survey (Tamin, 1995abc), it
can be identified some O-D pairs which having high potential demand. These

potential O-D pairs will be considered in determining the potential routes. Other
than these potential O-D pairs, it can also be identified the zone locations of high

trip generators and attractors for public transport demand. These potential zones are

becoming the major priority in deciding the starting and ending points of the planned

corridors.

o The high density populated areas are the major potential areas to be covered by the

public transport services for instance: the CBD area of the Kotamadya Bandung in
general located near the city center, having the highest density populated area (Grey

i
NORTH

LEGEND:
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I
I
@
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KOTAMADYA BANDUNG
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and Lester, 1979). However, in the near future, it is predicted that the housing area
will shift from the city center to the suburban area.

Based on the landuse map (seo Figurc 4) of Kotamadya Bandung, it can be shown
that the housing areas are dominating the whole area and well distributed throughout
the Kotamadya Bandung (52.49%). Therefore, it can be determined that, if possible,
the public transport routes should cover the whole area of the Kotamadya Bandung
(Tamin, l995abc).

KOTAMADYA BANDUNG

FIGURE 4: The Land Use in Kotamadya Bandung

o One of the most attracted locations for the citizens of Kotamadya Bandung to fulfill
their daily needs is tle commercial and shopping centers (Blund and Blaclq 19t4).
In Kotamadya Bandung, the locations of such activities is located mostly in the city
centers (Tamin, 1991,199\ Morlok, l9t8). These most attracted locations area

becoming the major priority location to be considered in choosing the best planned

for public transport routes.

5.3 The Route Analysis Using MOTORS

In planning the new routes, some simulation processes to be followed, in general, are as

follows:

creating the shortest, quickest and cheapest routes (using Pl0, P20, P40 Modules).

superimposing each route by land use, movement pattern, population density
pattern, service area, and road network to consider the type of route pattern.

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Ssiety for Tranryortatiou Studies, Vol. l, No.2, Arutunrr, 1995
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o deciding the service pattern along each route (shortest quickest and cheapest

routes), by taking into account the service zones closest to the route pattern

obtained by MOTORS.

o The evaluation of public transport performance (Modules: PlO, P20, P40, P50,

ld20, P8O and routes obtained from superimpose analysis). The types of routes

being analysis covers:

- Existing route
- Shortest route (planned)

- Quickest route (planned)

- Cheapest Rout{planned)

o The best planned routes were then chosen using the Multi-criteria Analysis.

5.4 Multi-CriteriaAnalysisMethod

Factors affecting the route performuce is factors which are directly related to the public

transport and obtained from the reslts of MOTORS simulation and zuperimpose processes.

The best planned route is routes which satisfy the needs of users, operators utd
government. In choosing the best routes, some factors affecting the users, operators and

government wilt be taken into a@ount. The.se factors will then be waluated using the Multi-
Criteria analysis @lund and Blacb 1984, Gray and Lester, 1979, Tamin, 1995abc).

r. Performance Evaluation

Some performance pararneters which obviously directly related to the public transport

operation will be taken into account (Grey end Lester, 1979; Blund and Black, f9E4).

They are as follows:

o Distancc the route distance is becoming one of the major advantageous factor for
the users in choosing the public transport mode. The shortest distance which is line

up with the movement pattern is becoming the best route for people who decide to

use public transport for their modes of transportation. The oristing route distance is

built based on the shortes! quickest and cheapest route pattern which have been

srperimposed using other criteria (Menheim, 1979; Morlolq 198t).

o Journey Time: is atso becoming the major factor in making the public transport

more attractive such as: short journey time. The journey time criteria used for the

evatuation is one ofthe characteristic representing the real situation obtained from

MOTORS simulation process.

o Volume Capacity Ratio: the V/C ratio shows the traffc density of links passed

along by the public transport routes. Routes which having low V/C ratios show

relatively better routes. The values of the V/C ratios are obtained as output of
MOTORS simulation Process.

o Overlapping: The most desirable corridors are corridors which having small

number ofoverlapped public transport routes.
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b. Weighting Criteria

The evaluation of selected factors is canied out using perfonnance parameter which is
defined as by giving the relative weighting for each performance parameter (see Teblc 3).
The weighting values of each performance parameter are as follows (Tamin, l9E9; Temin,
1995abc):

Source: Analysis Results

c. StatePreference Approech

In order to have sorne knowledge from the us€rs, operators and government points ofview
in evaluating the weights of each sclectcd pcrformance parametcr, a public transport survey
was canied out (Cresswell, 1979; Gray and Lester, 1919). The purpose of the survey is to
obtain the preference of users, operators and government in waluating the selected
performance parameter.

Studentq workers, shoppers, etc. are chosen as representing the userg the owners and

drivers 8s operatorc and BAPPEDA DLLAT, ORGA}IDA DTK arc chosen as

government. Ilaving erraluated the result obtained from the respondent, some performancc
preference weights for userq operators and govenrment are given in Tablcr 4-7 (Temin,
l995abc).

Source: Analysis Results

581

TABLE3: TheW

L3 - 17.9
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Sourcc: Analysis Results

Sourcc: Analysis Results

5.5 Thc Bcst Plenned Routes

The following stage is to obtain the best planned routcs based on the selccted performance

prwiously defined (Tamin, 1995abc). The best route is chosen among the selected routes

*tri"tr tr"ni"g the best performance, in the sense, that the best routes are having the largest

total number of weights.

. The Best Routc Analysis

In planning the new public transport routes, it is assumed that the total number of
existing foutes is remain the same and having similar condition with their existing

condition (Temin, l995abc; Gray end Lester, 1979).If it is found more than one

best routes (in the sense that more than one route having equal and largest weights),

then, the second stage process should be carried out. In this case, the performance

Jounral of the inrtot l"i" Saictv for Transportatior Studies, Vol. I , No.2, Autunur' I 995
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parameter should bc considered are as follows (Crcsswcll, 1979; Bruton,'19E5;
rTE, 1982):
a. Conidor which has lowest journcy time will be chosen.
b. Conidor whictr has shortest di*ance will be chosen
c. Conidor which has lowest V/C ratio will be chosen
d. Conidor which has smallest number of overlapped routes will be chosen.

Having carrid out the second stage process, thc 6nd resuh is given in Teblc t.

TABI"E t: Best Routes Based on Uscr, Opcrator and Government Preference (Trmin,

Source: Analysis Results

It can be seen that using User-Preference, it is found that only 9 routes (17%')of the chosen
routes are the same as the existing routes and 44 routes (830/o) were obtained through
optimisation process.

However, using Operator-Preference, it is found that only 14 routes Q6.4%) of the chosen

routes are the same as the existimg routes and 39 routes (73.6yo) were obtained through
optimisation process. Finally, for the Government-Preference, the existing routes are 7
routes (13.3o/o) and the rest (46 routes) around 86.7% were obtained through optimisation
process (see Tamin, 1995c).

Figures $9 show the bus routes chosen based on user's, operator's and goyernment's
choice for Sadang Serang4aringin Line (32), Dago-Riung Bandung Linc (lt), Dpati
Ukur-Panghegar Line (20), Ciwastra-Cijerah Line (29) and Cicadas-Elurg Line (3a). It can

be seen from the figures that most of the bcst routes using the Multi-Criteria technique with
State-Preference approach are almost different with the existing routes.

It can be seen from Figure 5 for Sadang Serang-Caringin Line (32), all the routes chosen

based on user'q operator's and government's preferenoe are totally different with the
existlng route. This route connects Sadang Serang as one of the highest density of
residential area in Bandung with Caringin as one of the largest shopping area in Bandung.

All the three chosen routes are passing the southern part of the Bandung CBD's area and

crossing mostly the office, residential and shopping areas. The existing route is passing the
northern part of Bandung which is longer in term of distance and, hence, journey time.

9 17.0 l4 26.4 7 13.3

l5 28.3 l6 30.2 l6 30.1

t4 26.4 l5 26.4 2t 39.6
l5 28.3 8 15.0 9 17.0

53 100 53 100 53 100
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FIGIIRE 5: Best Routes For Sadang Serang-Caringin Line (32)
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FIGIIRE 6: Best Routes for Dago-Riung Bandung Line (18)

It can be seen from Figure 6 for Dago-Riung Bandung Line (18), the route chosen based

on user's preference is not different with the existing route except the routes chosen based

Jounml of the ilastenr Asia Society lor Transporlatioll Studies, Vol.l, No.2, Autrurut, 1995
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on operator's and goverment's preference. This route connects Dago as one of the highest
density of residential area in the southern part of Bandung with Riung as one of thc newest
and largest residential area in Southeast Bandung. Other than residential areq Dqgo area
has nrro major and largest universities (Institute of Technolory Bandung and University of
Padjadjaran).

The o<isting route and the routc chosen by the user's preferencc aro passing thc cecrtral part
ofBandung area and quicker in term ofjourney time sincc the routcs pass Soekarno-Ilatta
rqad which is an primary arterid road for Bandung. Thc othcr two choscn routcs crossing
the northern part of the Bandung and passing the secondary utcdd road wtrich is hirly
congested and hcnce high journey time. However, since most of the residentiat arcas aro
along this road the operat€$ give more pref,erence to this routo rather than thc oristing
route. Futhermore, since it is not crossing the central area urd hencc increasing traffc
congestion in central area, the govanment gives preference to this route.

FIGIIRE 7: Best Routes for Dipati Ulur-Purghegar Line (20)

It can be seen from Figurc 7 for Dipati Uhrr-Purghegar Line (20), the three rout6 choscn
based on user's, operator's and government's prderence are different with the oristing
route. This route connects Dipati IJlorr (University of Padjadjaran) in the southenr part of
Bandung with Panghegar as one of the newest and largest residential area in Southeast
Bandung.

The existing routes are crossing the northern part of Bandung area and passing the
secondary arterial road which is fairly congested and hence high journey time. The three
chosen routes are quicker in term ofjourney time since the routes pass Soekarno-Hatta road
which is an primary arterial road for Bandung.
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CICADAS - EI-ANG IIIIE (34)

FIGURE 9: Best Routes for Cicadas-Elang Line (34)

It can be seen from Figure t for Ciwastra-Cijerah Line (29), the three routes chosen based

on user's, operator's and government's preference are almost the same with the existing
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route except eertain route. The three chosen routes prefer to use the Soekarno-Hatta road
(primary arterial) rather than Lingkar Selatan road (secondary arterial) on the way to the
destination. This route connects Ciwastra (residential area) in the southern suburban area of
Bandung with cijerah (residential area) in the southern suburban area of Bandung.

It can be seen from Figure 9 for Cicadas-Elang Line (34), the three routes chosen based on
user's, operator's and government's preferenoe are different with the existing route. This
route connec{s Cicadas as one of the highest density of residential area in t}re western part
of Bandung with Elang as one of the highest density of residential area in the eastern part of
Bandung. The existing route is passing the central part of Bandung area and hence high
joumey time since it is oossing the congested area. The three chosen routes are crossing
the northern part of the CBD area and passing the secondary arterial road which is noi
congested and hence low journey time.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Conclusion

The concept ofpublic transport route planning method to obtain the best route can
be described as follows:
a. The best planned routes are obtained using optimisation technique carried

out by MOTORS package programme such as: the shortesg quickest and
cheapest routes.

b. The superimpose technique is used to combine all related factors such as:
movement and land use patter[ population density and road network pattern
as well as the coverage area with the best routes (shortest, quickest and
cheapest) obtained by MOTORS to finally resulting in the most optimum and
best routes gving the ma:rimum services for users, operators and
govemment. The Multi-Criteria analysis is being used to choose the most
optimum and best routes by weighting the different preference for the users,
operators and goverment. The selected criteria being used are: journey time,
distance, V/C ratio and overlapped routes.

The most optimum and best routes obtained using the Multi-Criteria technique with
state-Preference approach is shown in Table 8. The MoroRs programme is found
very useful in this study. This may due to the MOTORS programme can easily find
the most advantegeous routes stch as: shortest, quickest and cheapest routes.

It is also found that some of the best corridors still have more than 2 (tu,o)
overlapped routes. This may due to there is no other alternative roads to be used by
the best corridor.

Recommandation

It is suggested that in choosing the new best routes, the future public transport
demand should also taken into account so that the most optimum public transport
transport service can be further obtained.

7.2
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It is recommended that the use larger public transport (medium and large public
transport) to serve the future potential demand will relatively reduce the total
number of fleet and hence relierre the congestion problems in the Kotamadya
Bandung.
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